FINANCIAL PEACE UNIVERSITY TEACHING TOPICS
FINANCIAL PEACE UNIVERSITY

Financial Peace University is a life-changing 9-week program on personal
finance. Everyone should attend the class, regardless of their financial situation. It’s
designed to empower people to manage their money better, eliminate debt and build
wealth. Individual weekly classes are generally 90 minutes to 2 hours in length.
FPU will provide you not only with inspiration, but also practical tools and techniques to
put you on the path to financial peace and generosity. All material is biblically based. It
is taught via entertaining video by best-selling author and radio host Dave Ramsey and
small group interaction. Participants are not required or expected to discuss their
personal financial situations. One of the key class priorities is assisting couples and
individuals develop and enhance an ongoing habit of simple, consistent monthly financial
planning.
The cost for course materials is approximately $100 per family unit. It includes a
complete kit of FPU materials (workbook, study book, audio CDs, envelope system, etc.)
and a lifetime FPU membership. Ordering the materials and signing up for childcare is
part of the online registration process.
Week 1: Super Saving This lesson covers reasons on why you should save money,
how to be prepared for emergencies, and how to build genuine wealth.
Week 2: Relating with Money Shows how couples should work together financially,
gives singles practical tips, and helps parents teach their children about money.
Week 3: Cash Flow Planning You’ll learn budgeting can be a simple process, how to
make your money work for you and how to put together an effective plan that works.
Week 4: Dumping Debt This lesson blows the lid off of the credit game and debunks
retail debt myths. You learn how to get rid of it, using a clear debt snowball technique.
Week 5: Buyer Beware Learn how we are marketed to in today’s society, and how to
gain power over your purchases and get the best deals when you are ready to buy.
Week 6: The Role of Insurance The tips gained in this lesson often covers the cost of
the class several times. Learn about seven types of insurance every adult needs.
Week 7: Retirement and College Planning Learn in simple terms how investments
work, how one can retire on practically any income and how to prepare for college.
Week 8: Real Estate and Mortgages Learn effective techniques to help buy and sell
your home, as well as different mortgage options.
Week 9: The Great Misunderstanding This lesson discusses commonly held
misperceptions many people have about giving, and reveals the true key to winning—
with both your life and God’s money.
Visit www.cor.org/fpu for information and registration
or call Nancy Brown 913-544-0275 nancy.brown@cor.org

